The Cornerstone

A fast-paced fantasy adventure from Nick Spalding, the bestselling author of the smash hit
comedies Fat Chance & Love... From Both Sides.A great book will transport you to another
world... literally, if youre not careful.On a gloomy Thursday afternoon, Max Bloom enters his
local library in a last ditch attempt to stave off an epic case of teenage boredom. Among the
hushed stacks he discovers The Cornerstone, an ancient book tucked away on a dusty,
forgotten shelf. Opening the cover, Max is instantly transported to an alternate dimension full
of things intent on killing him - thus avoiding boredom with remarkable success.He meets a
beautiful girl called Merelie (brilliant), who tells him he could be a Wordsmith, a sorcerer able
to craft magic from the written word itself, one strong enough to save both their worlds from
the Dwellers - hideous monsters from beyond the universe (not so brilliant).This all sounds
completely unbelievable. The kind of thing youd read in a fantasy novel. But The Cornerstone
doesnt lie... and the danger is very real.In a world threatened by monsters, where books are
worshipped and powerful magic exists, Max Bloom must make a choice: close The
Cornerstone and run home - or trust Merelie, become a Wordsmith, and save two worlds from
certain destruction...***Reviews for Nick Spalding & Max Bloom In... The
Cornerstone:Spalding made headlines last year when Amazon revealed he was one of their
best selling authors, selling over 400,000 copies on Kindle. It was obviously only a matter of
time before someone snapped him up. The Daily Mail.Spalding is literally a comedy genius.
Chick Lit Reviews & NewsNick Spalding managed to make me laugh until my sides hurt and I
had tears running down my face. Shazs Book Boudoir BlogAbsolutely hilarious. Fabulous
Magazine, The SunDownright hilarious. Closer MagazineA quite brilliant humorous urban
fantasy novel. This book is worth nothing less than the full five stars. It hit my sense of
humour pretty much on the head, the story itself was very nicely told indeed and the Kindle
presentation is nothing short of exceptional. I for one would most certainly buy a sequel if he
decides to write one! Shaun Horrigan, Amazon Top 100 Reviewer A rip-roaring rollercoaster
of a fantasy. Stephen Leather, best selling authorThe sequel - Wordsmith... The Cornerstone
Book 2 - is available now!
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likes. The Cornerstone provides the perfect setting for your wedding or corporate event. In the
ancient world, the cornerstone was the most important stone in the building . It set the level,
angle, and outer dimensions of the building. It had to be level.
The Cornerstone Guelph Menu - View the Menu for The Cornerstone Guelph on Zomato for
Delivery, Dine-out or Takeaway, The Cornerstone menu and prices. Followers, Following,
Posts - See Instagram photos and videos from The Cornerstone (@cornerstonewpg). We want
you to feel at home when you're at the Cornerstone. This is a place where you're always
welcomed, loved, and supported. Check out below for all the.
An unbeatable location in the heart of Orlando â€“ The Cornerstone is ideally situated off
Conway Rd., just minutes from Orlando International Airport and several.
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All are verry want a The Cornerstone ebook We download the pdf on the internet 9 months
ago, at October 31 2018. All of book downloads in dentalhealthmed.com are can to anyone
who like. No permission needed to download the pdf, just press download, and a copy of the
ebook is be yours. I suggest visitor if you like a ebook you should buy the legal copy of a book
to support the producer.
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